42	,         NON-VIOLENCE IN PEACE AND WAR
Englishmen went to jail during the War? All of them wore not
afraid to die.
These   are   considerations   which   deserve   fullest   attention.
On the other hand, compulsion in physical training I would gladly
- support—as a matter of fact, I advocate. I feel that, if it is made
compulsory, all the requirements of a university would  be mc*L
We should not shut the doors of the university against those
who hold different views on life or politics. There is already too
much of cramping in these institutions*"
As a pacifist by religion I heartily endorse all that
my correspondent says about compulsory military train-
ing in the universities. But the argument seems to be sound
•even from the purely utilitarian and national standpoint.
Not only can there be no security   against the use being
made of university corps for purposes antagonistic to the
national interest,  but whilst the  Government retains  its
anti-national character there is every likelihood of these
corps   being   used   against   the nation on due occasions.
What, for instance, could prevent a future Dyer from using
these  university  men   for  enacting   another Jalianwala
Bagh? May not young men themselves offer their services
for an expedition against the innocent Chinese or the equal-
ly innocent Tibetans when their subjection is felt necessary
in the interest of imperial commerce? Some of the young
volunteers who served during the war justified their ac-
tion by saying that thereby they gained experience; in the
art of war—just the reason which consciously or unconscious-
ly prompted some of the Frontier expeditions. Those who
run empires successfully have an instinctive knowledge of
human nature. It is not deliberately bad or wicked. It acts
excellently under a high impulse.  And thousands of young
men^who before they join any corps must take the oath of
allegiance and must on scores of   occasions   salute  the
Union Jack, will naturally want to give a good account of
their loyalty and willingly shoot down their fellow-men
upon receiving from their superiors orders to fire. Whilst,
therefore, even as an out and out believer in Abimsa I can
understand and appreciate military training for those who
believe in the necessity of the use of arms on given occasions,

